Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technique has gained increasing popularity in both wired and wireless communication systems. However, in the conventional OFDM systems the insertion of a cyclic prefix (CP) and the transmission of periodic training sequences for purpose of channel estimation decrease the system's spectral efficiency. As an alternative to OFDM, isotropic orthogonal transform algorithm (IOTA) based multicarrier system adopts a proper pulse shaping with good time and frequency localization properties to avoid interference and maintain orthogonality in real field among sub-carriers without the use of CP. In this paper, we propose linearly precoded IOTA based multicarrier systems to achieve blind channel estimation by utilizing the structure of auto-correlation and cross-correlation matrices introduced by precoding. The results 1 show that the proposed IOTA based multicarrier systems achieve better power and spectral efficiency compared to the conventional OFDM systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [1] , [2] is well suited for broadband applications due to its robustness against multipath fading by transforming a frequency selective channel into parallel flat fading channels. The OFDM technique has been adopted in the majority of current and future communications standards, e.g., Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL), Digital Audio/Video Broadcasting, Power Line Communications (PLC), IEEE 802.11 WLAN system, IEEE 802. 16 WiMAX, IEEE 802.22 WRAN, and 3GPP LTE, etc.
In conventional OFDM systems, QPSK/QAM symbols are shaped with a rectangular window. In such a case, no pulse filtering is needed, and inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-carrier interference (ICI) are avoided by adding a cyclic prefix (CP) before data transmission. However, CP is not for free, it increases power consumption and reduces spectral efficiency. For example, in IEEE 802.11 and LTE standards, only 80 percent of a sub-frame is used for data transmission.
One way to solve this problem is to adopt a proper pulse shaping (prototype) function which is well localized in time and frequency so that the ISI and ICI can be combated efficiently without CP. In the meantime, this prototype function must also guarantee orthogonality between sub-carriers.
Unfortunately, according to the Balian-Low theorem [3] , orthogonal basis and compactly supported pulses cannot be achieved simultaneously for OFDM/QAM systems without CP. Functions satisfying these two conditions do exist, but the optimally localized ones only guarantee orthogonality on real values. This dilemma excludes pulse shaping OFDM/QAM from the candidate list and brings an alternative scheme OFDM/OQAM [4] , [5] into the scene.
With offset modulations, e.g., OQPSK, OQAM, the orthogonality can be maintained with proper pulse shaping design. We need to choose pulses with good time and frequency localization (TFL) properties. The localization in time aims to limit ISI and the localization in frequency aims to limit ICI caused for instance by Doppler effects. Among different prototype filters, such as half-cosine, rootraised-cosine (RRC) [6] , isotropic orthogonal transform algorithm (IOTA) [4] , [5] , extended Gaussian function (EGF) [7] , etc., the localization property is optimal with the IOTA function, which has the same shape in time and frequency domains. We refer to such kind of IOTA based multicarrier system as IOTA system in the sequel.
In a point-to-point single-user scenario, IOTA has a higher complexity than OFDM, but the difference is not significant since its complexity can be largely reduced by filter bank implementation [7]- [9] .
Since CP is not required, the IOTA system leads to higher power and spectral efficiency compared to conventional OFDM systems. IOTA also has advantages over OFDM in time and frequency dispersive channels since it is more robust to frequency offset, Doppler effects, etc. The TFL properties of IOTA makes it favorable for mobile applications. Furthermore, the assumption of a flat fading channel over each sub-carrier remains valid as long as the number of subcarriers is chosen to be sufficiently large, and the equalization of IOTA signals is similar to that of OFDM [10] , [11] . In a multiuser system, the high sensitivity of OFDM to carrier frequency offset (CFO) among different users and the need for interference cancellation (IC) methods to reduce this sensitivity lead to very complex and yet not very effective systems. In filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) systems such as IOTA, on the other hand, near-optimal performance is achieved without any additional signal processing, such as interference cancellation, due to the excellent frequency-localized filters employed in FBMCbased systems [12] . The added complexity arising from IC blocks in an OFDM-based system makes it significantly more complex than its IOTA counterpart.
IOTA and OFDM systems in a realistic mobile communication context (both time and frequency dispersive) have been compared in [13] - [15] where it was shown that the performance advantage of IOTA over OFDM can be up to 4.5 dB depending on different type of wireless propagation channels.
This concurs with our experimental results illustrated in the following sections of this paper.
The performance of a communication system depends largely on its ability to retrieve an accurate measurement of the underlying channel. The estimated channel information is used to enable coherent data detection in order to combat the detrimental effect of fading. To this end, training sequences including pilots and preambles are widely employed in practical OFDM and IOTA systems to estimate or identify channel information. For example, preamble based channel estimation methods have been proposed in [16] , [17] where the intrinsic interference has been utilized to assist the channel estimation, which can achieve up to 2.4 dB gain over OFDM in double dispersive channels.
However, periodic transmission of training sequences decreases spectral efficiency. Blind channel estimation schemes avoid the use of training sequences, which makes them good candidates for achieving high spectral efficiency and allows more data to be used for information transfer. In this paper, we will study blind channel estimation schemes for linearly precoded IOTA systems. Blind channel estimation is achieved at the receiver by using the structure of auto-correlation and cross-correlation matrices introduced by precoding [18] . To the best of our knowledge, linear precoding based blind channel estimation has not yet been investigated for FBMC systems in general and IOTA systems in particular.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a polyphase filter implementation of the MIMO-IOTA system is presented. In Section III, we propose a linearly precoded MIMO-IOTA 3 system which enables blind channel estimation in order to avoid the transmission of training sequence in addition to the elimination of CP. This is the main contribution of this paper. Finally conclusions are drawn in Section IV based on the presented simulation results.
II. IMPLEMENTATION OF MIMO-IOTA SYSTEM WITH POLYPHASE FILTERS
An OFDM system can be efficiently implemented by FFT/IFFT modules, whereas in an IOTA system extra filters are needed to do pulse shaping. A direct implementation of the IOTA system with finite impulse response (FIR) filters on each sub-carrier will be highly complex and cause a long delay. As the duration of the prototype function can be very long, a large delay needs to be introduced to make the system causal and thus realizable.
The filter banks employed in multicarrier systems, like in [7] - [9] , are designed to satisfy the perfect reconstruction (PR) condition under ideal channel setup, i.e., no channel distortion is considered.
However, the PR condition is difficult to achieve when the signal is passed through time varying channels.
As the wireless channel is doubly dispersive (hence time varying) in nature and the PR property designed under perfect channel condition will no longer be PR under practical channel conditions, leading to a considerable amount of ISI/ICI. Therefore as long as the ISI/ICI can be reduced to a certain level according to the system requirements, it is not advisable to confine ourselves to the PR condition when designing a multicarrier system. Rather than deriving the implementation structure from filter bank theory as in [7] - [9] , we propose to directly discretize the continuous time model and approximate the integration operation in the detector by corresponding Riemann sum, and our method will be described in details next.
The transmitted signal in a multicarrier system (including CP based OFDM system and filter bank based IOTA system) can be written in a general form as
where a m,n is the symbol modulated by the m-th subcarrier during the symbol time of index n, and g m,n (t) represents the synthesis basis which is obtained by the time-frequency shifted version of the prototype function g(t). In an OFDM system, the synthesis basis can be expressed as
where F = 1/T is subcarrier frequency spacing, T cp is the length of CP, T 0 = T + T cp is OFDM symbol duration, and a m,n is a complex valued symbol. For the IOTA system
where g(t) is well-designed pulse filter, such as EGF and IOTA pulses. In IOTA systems, the transmitted symbols are real-valued with symbol duration τ 0 and subcarrier spacing ν 0 . One can either set ν 0 = F, τ 0 = T /2 or ν 0 = F/2, τ 0 = T . Here we adopt the former approach, i.e., the subcarrier spacing is kept the same as in OFDM, but symbol duration is reduced by half. In this case, the output signal of the IOTA modulator can be expressed as
where a R m,n and a I m,n are the real and imaginary parts of the OQAM/OQPSK symbol a m,n conveyed by the sub-carrier of index m during the symbol time of index n. Note that in OQAM/OQPSK modulation, the I component a R m,n and Q components a I m,n are mis-aligned by half an OFDM symbol interval. The demodulated signal at the m-subcarrier and n-th symbol can be expressed aŝ
where Re(·) denotes the real part of a complex variable.
By sampling s(t) at rate 1/T s during time interval [nT − τ 0 , nT + τ 0 ), the transmitted signal can be written as
where ⊗ denotes the convolution operation, and
The structure of the IOTA transmitter is illustrated in the upper diagram of Fig. 1 . According to the above analysis, the IOTA modulator in the transmitter can be easily implemented by an IFFT block defined in (8) followed by a bank of filters which are obtained by partitioning the polyphase representation of g(t) in the way defined in (9) . Note that there are separate IFFT chains for the I and Q components, which are combined after polyphase filtering. The phase correction (j (m+2n) for the I channel and j (m+2n+1) for the Q channel) before the IFFT operation is due to the first exponential term in Eq. (8) . A N/2 rotation of IFFT output is needed here to shift the zero frequency sub-carrier to middle position.
At the receiver, we sample the received signal r(t) at rate 1/T s . Eq. (5) can be reformed aŝ
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Similarly, we can obtain
where
Note that the approximation in (10) and (11) is due to the fact that the Riemann sum can be made as close as desired to the original integral inside the Re{·} operator by reducing the interval T s (i.e., by increasing N for a fixed symbol duration T ), as long as the original integral itself is integrable.
Therefore the approximation only incurs minor distortion as long as the system parameters (FFT size N and sub-carrier frequency spacing 1/T ) are carefully designed. A more detailed examination of the approximation accuracy under ideal channel condition with different pulse shapes can be found in [19] .
According to Eqs. (10) and (11), the IOTA demodulator can be implemented by filter banks g k [n]
and g k−N/2 [n] followed by a FFT block, as shown in the lower diagram of Fig. 1 . The pulse filtering is implemented efficiently using polyphase filter banks G(n) and G(n − N/2). Like in the transmitter, the 8
Note that the proposed MIMO-IOTA implementation can be easily integrated into OFDM based systems as they share many functional blocks. The separation of real and imaginary branches in IOTA implementation facilitates parallel processing and functional block sharing at the cost of increased memory and processing delay. The complexity of the IOTA transmitter can be further decreased by utilizing the special structure of the input to IFFT blocks: the input symbol in the I branch onto the m-th sub-carrier of the IFFT is either purely real-valued (for even m) or purely imaginary-valued (for odd m) all the time, and it is the other way around for the Q branch. Such special input structure to IFFT block can be utilized to greatly reduce the computation complexity based on the 2-way machine-specific single-instruction, multiple-data (SIMD) instructions as explained in [20] .
In Figs. 3 and 4 , we compare a coded MIMO-IOTA system with a coded MIMO-OFDM system. The structure of the coded MIMO-IOTA system is similar to the one shown in Fig. 5 , but without precoding and blind channel estimation. For MIMO-OFDM, we use QPSK/16-QAM modulation, the length of CP is 0.8 µs. For MIMO-IOTA, we use OQPSK/16-OQAM modulation, and the number of filter taps for each sub-carrier is 6. In our experiments, we use the following channel model adopted by the IEEE 802.11 working group [21] h k = N (0, 0.5σ 2 k ) + jN (0, 0.5σ 2 k ),
where N (µ, σ 2 ) denotes the normal distribution with mean value µ and variance σ 2 , h k is the complex channel gain of the kth tap, T RMS is the RMS delay spread of the channel, T s is the sampling period, σ 2 0 is chosen so that the condition k σ 2 k = 1 is satisfied to ensure same average received power. The number of samples to be taken in the impulse response should ensure sufficient decay of the impulse response tail, e.g., k max = 10 × T RM S /T s . The simulation parameters which are common for both IOTA and OFDM are summarized in Table I. As indicated by Fig. 3 , the OQPSK modulated MIMO-IOTA system yields a performance gain of 1 dB over the QPSK modulated MIMO-OFDM system. Compared to OFDM, IOTA achieves improved power efficiency (better error rate performance) and spectral efficiency (elimination of CP). The similar conclusion can be drawn for Fig. 4 where we show the performance comparison between the 16-OQAM modulated MIMO-IOTA system and 16-QAM modulated MIMO-OFDM system. 
III. BLIND CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND DATA DETECTION FOR LINEARLY PRECODED

MIMO-IOTA SYSTEM
In this section, we introduce blind channel estimation schemes for linearly precoded IOTA systems.
To ease understanding, we start with an analysis of single antenna IOTA system and see how the signal can be recovered given the knowledge of the channel. Then we extend our analysis to MIMO-IOTA system and describe our proposed blind channel estimation algorithm.
Recall that the signal at the input of IOTA modulator can be expressed in the following general form as
where g m,n (t) is the shifted version of g(t) in time and frequency, and a m,n (t) is real-valued symbol, can be either a R m,n (t) or a I m,n (t) in Eq. (4). Due to the real-orthogonality condition on the prototype function g(t), we have [16] Re g m,n (t)g * m 0 ,n 0 (t) = δ m,m 0 δ n,n 0 .
In the absence of fading and noise, the demodulated symbol corresponding to the m-th subcarrier and the n-th symbol can be expressed aŝ a m,n = s(t)g * m,n (t)dt = a m,n +
According to (13) , the intrinsic interference A (14) is purely imaginary. Thus we can perfectly recover the transmitted symbol by simply taking the real part of the demodulation outputâ m,n .
In the presence of fading and noise, the received signal becomes
where H m,n denotes the channel response at the m-th subcarrier during the n-th symbol period. In this case, the demodulated symbol becomeŝ a m,n = s(t)g * m,n (t)dt = H m,n a m,n + (m ′ ,n ′ ) =(m,n)
Im,n +n m,n .
As the prototype function g(t) is chosen to be well localized both in time and frequency, the intrinsic interference I m,n in (15) only depends on a restricted set of time-frequency positions (m ′ , n ′ ) around the symbol of interest. Assuming that the channel remains relatively constant at those positions, i.e., H m ′ ,n ′ ≈ H m,n , the intrinsic interference I m,n can be approximated as [16] I m,n ≈ H m,n (m ′ ,n ′ ) =(m,n) a m ′ ,n ′ g m ′ ,n ′ (t)g * m,n (t)dt
Combining (15) and (16) 
With the system model shown in Fig. 1, the 
where a 
where v m,n is the combined noise term. An MMSE equalization can be designed similarly.
Next we discuss how the channel frequency response H m,n (m = 1, . . . , N ; n = 1, . . . , B) can be estimated without pilot symbols. where N is the number of subcarriers (FFT size). Each block of data goes through linear precoding, resulting in
where A is the precoding matrix. The real and imaginary parts of the precoded data a R i and a I i are processed by separate IFFT chains and bank of filters, then transmitted from each transmit antenna.
Note that we have left out the symbol index k to simplify notation whenever no ambiguity arises.
Denote the impulse response of a L-path channel between the i-th transmit antenna and the j-th receive antenna as h ji [l], l = 0, . . . , L − 1. The frequency domain channel matrix for each transmitreceive antenna pair is defined as
where H ji [m] = L l=0 h ji [l] exp(−j2πml/N ). According to (18) , the output of IOTA demodulator at the j-th receive antenna at can be expressed as
where n R j and n I j are zero mean white Gaussian noise vectors with covariance matrix N 0 2 I. 14 The auto-correlation matrix of the received signal can be derived as
where ⊙ denotes element-by-element multiplication, and H ji is a column vector defined as
Note that the intrinsic interference is omitted in (20) , therefore it is an approximation rather than an equality. Eq. (21) holds since a i = Ad i = a R i + ja I i and E [d i d H i ] = I. If the matrix AA H has unit diagonal entries and non-zero off-diagonal entries, which can always be satisfied with proper choice of A, we can perform an element-by-element division of R jj to obtain
where ./ denotes element-by-element division. Let us define
Eq. (22) can be reformed as
Assume H j has full column rank, performing the singular value decomposition (SVD) of W jj yields
Then the channel H j can be estimated aŝ
whereĤ j is an estimate of H j , and Q j is an unitary ambiguity matrix.
After H j is estimated, an estimate of channel H k , k = j can be derived from the cross-correlation of the signals received at k-th and the j-th antennas
Performing element-wise division of R kj by AA H , yields
Based on (25), an estimate of H k can be derived aŝ
where † denotes the pseudo inverse, andĤ j is an estimate of H j given in (23). By repeating the above process to all the remaining receive antennas, the channel matrices can be estimated up to the same unitary ambiguity matrix Q j . Now we show how the unitary ambiguity matrix Q j can be identified by using just one pilot placed at the p-th subcarrier. After the IOTA demodulation, the received signal at the pilot subcarrier can be expressed as
where H p ∈ C Nr×Nt is the channel matrix corresponding to the p-th subcarrier between N t transmit antennas and N r receive antennas. Y p , N p denotes the received signal and noise matrices, respectively.
The pilot matrix T p ∈ C Nt×B is defined as
where B is the number of data blocks, t m (p, n) is the pilot symbol transmitted from the m-th transmit antenna and inserted at the p-th subcarrier of the n-th data block.
Based on (27), the pilot channel can be estimated as
SinceĤ p =H p Q j , whereĤ p is the estimated pilot channel derived from the above procedure shown in Eqs. (21) to (26), the unitary ambiguity matrix Q j can thus be identified as
Once the channel has been estimated, coherent data detection can be carried out using the estimated channel. 
where 0 < p < 1. With the precoding matrix A specified in (28), AA H can be obtained as
which satisfies the conditions that it has unit diagonal elements and non-zero off-diagonal elements. The off-diagonal element α can be adjusted by changing p in the precoding matrix A. In our experiments, we set the value of p to 0.5. Fig. 6 shows that the proposed blind channel estimation and data detection scheme for MIMO-IOTA performs better than that of the MIMO-OFDM system at low to medium SNRs, however, their performance converge at high SNR. In this experiment, we assume the channel remains relatively static during the transmission of B = 200 data blocks. The performance loss in the IOTA system is due to One can also see from Fig. 6 that given perfect channel estimation, the MIMO-IOTA system outperforms MIMO-OFDM by 1 dB which concurs with the experimental results shown in the previous section. This means the IOTA system has better potential to improve power efficiency once the intrinsic interference is mitigated. Fig. 7 shows the performance of blind channel estimation for the MIMO-IOTA system when the data block size changes from B = 50 to B = 300. Apparently, the performance improves as the block size increases since the auto-correlation and cross-correlation matrices can be more accurately estimated. One can also observe that the convergence can be reached with relatively short block size, the performance becomes saturated when B goes beyond 200. This is a desired feature since shorter block size means smaller detection latency in data detection process.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate the design of IOTA multicarrier systems with an aim to improve the power and spectral efficiencies of a wireless communication system. First we presented a polyphase implementation of the MIMO-IOTA system. Results show that in addition to the improved spectral efficiency due to the elimination of CP, the proposed MIMO-IOTA system also achieves improved power efficiency. We proposed a linearly precoded IOTA system in order to facilitate blind channel estimation so that both CP and training sequences can be avoided, resulting in a multicarrier system with a much higher spectral efficiency than conventional OFDM systems considering that the overhead imposed by training data and CP can be up to 50 percent for fast fading channels. Our results show that the proposed blind channel estimation scheme reaches convergence with relatively small block size, hence short detection latency in data detection process. It achieves better performance compared to the OFDM system at low to medium SNRs, and comparable performance at high SNRs. The IOTA system is also shown to have better potential to improve power efficiency compared to the OFDM system. How to mitigate the intrinsic interference in IOTA in order to exploit its potential will be the future research topic for the authors.
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